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Abstract: Balance input in human-computer interfaces can be beneficial,
enjoyable and entertaining. Users can navigate a virtual (game) world or an
(empirical) dataset while having their hands free to issue other commands. A
new low-cost balance interface, the Nintendo balance board, offers widespread
use of this form of input. We performed two experiments that explore the fun
and efficiency of this interface for navigating simple virtual worlds. Our first
study showed that the users completed 2D navigation tasks slower with the
balance input method. The second study showed that a standard self-centreing
joystick outperforms balance-based interfaces. However, the users in both studies
enjoyed the balance input methods despite it being less efficient. The board
interfaces performed similarly for easier navigation tasks; leaving the hands free
for manipulation tasks while coarse navigation can be performed by the shifting
body mass.
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1 Introduction

Interacting with virtual worlds can be made increasingly immersive by adding modalities

for input and output to that interaction (Oviatt, 1999). New forms of interaction that are

based on such added input and output modalities increasing flood the consumer market,

introducing engaging and often unexpected new experiences to the public. Hand and

other bodily movements now serve as input for game consoles (Fikkert et al., 2007).

Similarly, input that is based on body gait and centre of mass in human–computer interfaces

can benefit the interaction by enabling natural proprioception. When using these types

of input for navigation tasks in the virtual world, users will have their hands free to

perform other, tasks such as issuing commands to a virtual game world (World of Warcraft,

Killzone) at the same time, for example, through speech or with the hands. Such interfaces

have the potential to be more immersive, efficient and – perhaps most importantly –

enjoyable because users can divide attention between tasks. In addition, whole body input

can be highly entertaining even to the point where it entices users to start interacting

(Reidsma et al., 2006). This is, for example, illustrated by Nintendo’s Wii Fit game

that is enthusiastically used in elderly homes for entertainment and in medical centres for

rehabilitation.1

Our contribution is an evaluation, based on two experiments (Sections 3 and 4), of the

performance and enjoyability of performing navigation tasks in a virtual world by shifting

the centre of body mass. Section 2 describes related work on bodily computer interactions

and ways to evaluate them. In Section 3, our first experiment explores centre of body mass

path tracing while simultaneously issuing simple commands. We explored factors such as

task completion time, error rates and enjoyability of the Nintendo balance board interface

that was combined with and without a Nintendo Wiimote. Our second experiment, see

Section 4, evaluated navigation methods based on shifting the centre of body mass with a

Fitts’ law-based tapping test. Efficiency, error rates and subjective ratings on, among others,

fatigue, effort and operation speed are reported on two variations of the Nintendo balance

board interface and other, more familiar interfaces that are in wide use for navigation tasks,

for example, mouse and joystick. This paper is concluded in Section 5 with a discussion

on our findings and with an assessment of how navigation based on shifting the centre of

(body) mass can be applied.
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2 Related work

2.1 Whole body input

Navigating virtual worlds through virtual walking, where the user can physically walk freely

through an entire world, have been addressed extensively in systems that fully immerse their

users. The VirtuSphere2 enables virtual walking by placing its users inside a large sphere in

which they can walk, run, roll and even jump. See Kruijf’s PhD thesis for a more extensive

overview (Kruijff, 2006). Beckhaus et al. (2005) evaluated a Dance Pad with six directional

buttons with their chair-based travel interface. Both devices are a balance-based interface

with the Dance Pad as a low-cost solution for simple navigation tasks. The chair interface

was very intuitive and provides a large potential for additional tasks, however, it was

much more expensive that the Dance Pad device. Antle et al. (2009) built Springboard, a

interactive environment prototype, with which users can explore concepts of social justice

through embodied interaction. The Springboard itself is a crib mattress spring so that the

users’ nature state of balance in standing is upset when standing on the Springboard. The

CyberCarpet enables two-dimensional locomotion on an infinite plane by letting a user walk

on an array of balls that are actuated by a belt on a turntable (Schwaiger et al., 2007). Users

were fully immersed in an entire virtual city by wearing a head-mounted display helmet.

Interfaces that do not completely immerse their users typically require them to remain

stationary for large displays or use users’ mobility in portable interfaces. The JoyFoot uses

accelerometers to detect ankle movements for controlling navigation in a virtual world

(Barrera et al., 2004). The JoyFoot was evaluated with a large display in a game setting

where users had to navigate an asteroid debris field game world in two dimensions by

moving their feet on the floor. After a brief training period, all users could navigate in

the JoyFoot game. A portable solution was presented in Paelke et al. (2004) where a PDA

equipped with an external camera was used to play an augmented soccer game with the

user’s foot.

Reidsma et al. (2006) enticed users to engage in a dancing dialogue with their virtual

dancer. A game dance mat3 is used to detect the user’s presence while a crude computer

vision solution is used to detect dancing motions. Map manipulation has also been shown

to benefit from combining a touch-sensitive wall-sized display for selection and activation

with centre of body mass input from a Nintendo balance board for navigation (Schöning and

Krüger, 2008). It has also been suggested that the balance board can be a useful modality

to perform control tasks by the feet on one degree of freedom (de Haan et al., 2008). Our

work investigates if such control tasks can also span multiple degrees of freedom.

2.2 Evaluating input methods

Methods for input in human–computer interaction dialogue can be thoroughly evaluated

on task completion times, error rates and user satisfaction on various tasks using the ISO

9241-9 standard (ISO, 2000) for evaluating non-keyboard devices. This standard is based on

Fitts’ Law for human movements (Fitts, 1954). The standard defines performance measures

for evaluating input devices or techniques using basic interfaces tasks such as tap, drag and

trace. Like Schöning and Krüger (2008), we are interested to explore the effects of shifting

the centre of body mass for input on path tracing tasks, for example, as found in map

navigation.

The underlying assumption in Fitts’ law is that the cognitive aspects of an interaction

are removed to such an extent that the motor abilities of humans are tested. Although, Fitts’
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law focuses on direct pointing tasks it has been shown to hold for indirect pointing tasks

as well (MacKenzie, 1991). In addition, Fitts’ law-tests primarily target motor control for

the human arms yet it has been shown to apply to eye gaze (Zhang and MacKenzie, 2007)

and leg-based (Medina et al., 2009) tasks as well. A derivative of Fitts’ law is the steering

law for trajectory-based human–computer interaction (Accot and Zhai, 1997). This law is

derived from Fitts’ (1954) law for human movement and it predicts the movement time for

steering through a two-dimensional tunnel. We will use Fitts’ law in an extensive evaluation

of the Nintendo balance board interface in Section 4. The evaluation in this section is of an

exploratory nature that is why we chose to simplify the evaluation method slightly.

3 Path tracing

In our first experiment, we set out to explore path tracing with simultaneous command

issuing. Our goal was to assess performance and enjoyability of path tracing based on

shifting the body’s centre of mass while shifting their attention back and forth between

the task of path tracing and issuing commands. Note that the goal of this experiment is to

explore this type of interface as it is used in many homes in the form of the Nintendo Wii

gaming console. Users performed a time-crucial navigation task in a set of simple mazes

by shifting their centre of body mass. While performing this navigation task the users were

required to press buttons on a handheld device. These commands were issued at predefined

locations in the maze, without that the user could not continue.

3.1 Method

Our setup was a large display interface on which a set of simple mazes were depicted (see

Figure 1). Two interfaces were compared that were used to navigate through the maze.

Firstly, subjects navigated by shifting their body’s centre of mass while pressing buttons

on a handheld device. Secondly, the handheld device was used for navigation as well. We

hypothesise that the balance board will be more intuitive for simultaneously navigating and

issuing commands while not suffering loss in performance.

3.1.1 Devices for navigating the maze

A Nintendo Wiimote and Nintendo balance board were used in a within subjects evaluation

(see Figure 1). The Wiimote is a handheld device that has three perpendicular accelerometers

and an IR camera that detects fixed light sources for absolute pointing (Fikkert et al., 2009).

The balance board (or board for short) has four pressure sensors at each of its corners.

Our test subjects completed two scenarios in counterbalanced order. The first scenario

(BW) combined the board with a single Wiimote. In BW, the board was used for navigation;

the subject stands on the board and shifts its centre of mass to move the avatar. Leaning

forward moved the avatar up, left moved it left and so on. By leaning more, the movement

speed could be varied from none (when standing perfectly still and centred) to a set maximum

that was reached by placing all weight on the corresponding pressure sensor. This is very

similar to how a Segway works. The Wiimote could be held in the preferred hand (either left

or right) and on set positions in the maze the subject was required to issue an command with

it (see Section 3.1.2). In the second scenario (WM), our subjects only used one Wiimote to

control both the avatar and issue the commands in the maze. A similar form of navigating
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Figure 1 The maze navigation task combines the input from a balance board and Wiimote alike

(see online version for colours)

Note: Subjects enjoyed both navigation approaches; using either the Wiimote or

balance board. While navigating, users were required to press buttons on the

Wiimote in order to complete the maze.

Figure 2 The set of mazes consisted of very simple (a) linear paths to (b) more complex paths

(see online version for colours)

(a) (b)
Note: Maze components were identified by their colour. In all cases, only one path existed.

the maze with the Wiimote was selected compared to BW; the accelerometers were used

to detect roll (for moving left and right) and pitch (for moving up and down). Rolling

left/right moved the avatar left/right while pitching up/down moved the avatar up/down

accordingly. For both devices, we introduced a small threshold below which no movements

would occur (0.1 of the maximum sensor value). The sensor values ranged from −1 to 1

and we mapped these values, when exceeding the aforementioned threshold, linearly to a

maximum movement speed. The avatar maximum movement speed was equal for BW and

WM, matching the maximum pitch or lean.

3.1.2 The maze task

Subjects in our study navigated an avatar (green dot) through four mazes, seen from above,

of varying difficulty (see Figure 2). The four mazes were presented in the same order

for both of the above scenarios. Before starting the first maze, our subjects were allowed

brief training session to get used to the device for navigation and to learn how to issue
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commands with the Wiimote. Each maze consisted out of a sequence of rooms that was

connected by doors, ending with a maze exit. The subject had to navigate/walk to a each

(closed) door and, while standing in front of the door on a doormat, press a button to

open the door. The button to press was displayed on-screen only when a subject was

standing on a doormat. After a correct button-press, the door would open so that the subject

could proceed to the next room. Pressing an incorrect button would give a visual error

signal.

3.1.3 User evaluation

For each maze, we measured the task completion time from the onset of each maze till the

time it finished. This timespan was taken as a measure for performance in addition to the time

that subjects stood still on doormats. As a measure for error rate, we counted impacts with the

walls of the maze and with closed doors in addition to incorrectly entered commands. Also,

we measured the number of times that a subject drifted off a doormat in front of a closed door

and the time it took to reposition the avatar on the doormat. User personal data were gathered

to assess their previous experience with the devices in this experiment or with similar input

devices. After completing each scenario, the user filled out a questionnaire in which they

rated the interaction on topics such as overall intuitiveness, the accuracy and smoothness of

the avatar movements and on fatigue in arms, legs and hands. We explicitly split questions on

intuitiveness from ease of use to remove the bias introduced by the subjective interpretation

of these terms. The questionnaire was taken from the ISO 9241-9 standard (ISO, 2000).

Upon completing both scenarios the users rated which device they enjoyed the most for

navigating.

3.2 Results

About 18 subjects participated in our evaluation, 4 female and 14 male (μ = 29 years,

σ = 11 years, ranging 18–56 years). Nine subjects held a Masters degree, six a Bachelors

and three had no degree. On a 1–5 Likert-style scale that varied from no experience to

daily use, our subjects were proficient with the Wiimote (μ = 3.4, σ = 1.2) before taking

part in the study but the balance board (μ = 2.3, σ = 0.9) and other motion capture

solutions (μ = 2.0, σ = 0.8) were less familiar. The complete test with both scenarios was

completed on average in 9 min (σ = 2 minutes).

Normal distributions for our questionnaire data and for all interface trials were found

using one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests. The WM and BW scenarios were

compared with a paired-samples t-test. With respect to performance, we found that task

completion time with WM was significantly faster (17 sec faster, p = 0.04, t = 2.208).

After the test, most subjects (ten for WM and four for BW) also indicated that they

experienced WM to be the faster solution for navigation. The number of wall and door

hits did not differ significantly between BW and WM, nor did the number of incorrectly

issued commands. However, 17 subjects indicated after the test that they experienced WM

to be less prone to bumping into walls or doors (1 subject experienced no difference).

We found that our subjects maintained their location on doormats more consistently for

WM (μ = 4.3 fewer drifts, p < 0.01, t = 3.725). A drift is defined as moving off

and back on a doormat. The total time spent on doormats did not differ significantly

but on average each pass took significantly less time using BW (μ = 0.47 sec faster,

p = 0.04, t = −2.190).
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Table 1 Measurements of maze task

BW WM

Task completion time 0:02:16,43 (0:00:26,08) 0:01:58,99(0:00:25,27)

Wall hits 47.6 (6.9) 50.9 (15.0)

Door hits 13.2 (6.0) 12.5 (16.7)

Incorrect keys 33.3 (43.6) 26.7 (23.1)

Note: Task completion time in h:mm:ss, ms, other results are counts. Means are reported, σ between

parentheses (N = 144)

Table 2 Questionnaire means per interface (N = 36), σ between parentheses

BW WM

Enjoyability of the game 3.5 (1.1) 3.3 (1.4)

Arm fatigue 4.9 (0.3) 4.5 (0.6)

Standing fatigue 4.4 (1.0) 4.8 (0.4)

Accurate avatar movements 3.2 (0.7) 3.9 (0.8)

Intuitive avatar movements 3.9 (1.0) 3.4 (1.0)

Learning to move avatar 3.9 (1.2) 4.1 (0.9)

Smooth avatar movements 3.5 (0.9) 3.5 (1.0)

Easy to open doors 3.3 (1.1) 3.6 (0.9)

Note: Scale 1–5, higher is better.

There was no significant difference in the task completion time between BW and WM (see

Table 1). Likewise, we did not find significant differences between the number of hits into

walls and doors nor in entering incorrect keys to open a door.

We found no significant difference in ease of learning, intuitiveness of the navigation

and smoothness of the navigation between both techniques (BW and WM) for navigation

in our user opinions after each scenario. Table 2 presents these results. However, in the

evaluation after the test most subjects (ten) indicated that BW was easiest to learn while

six subjects found WM easier to learn. Likewise, BW was considered the most intuitive

(13 subjects, 2 for WM). Our subjects rated the navigation accuracy significantly higher in

favour of WM (p < 0.01, t = −3.198) after each scenario and in the evaluation after the

test (12 subjects, 2 for BW). Although we did not find a significant difference for opening

the doors between BW and WM, five subjects indicated that they were not familiar enough

with the Wiimote to find the required button right away. Although there was no significant

difference in the extent that our subjects enjoyed using either WM or BW, they indicated

after the test that BW was the most fun (12 subjects).

In observations during our trials, we note that most subjects navigated in only one

direction with WM at any one time. For example, a subject would move up first and then

turn left rather than moving in both directions simultaneously. Similarly, we observed that

our subjects would in most cases complete the navigation task first. Only after ensuring that

they remained stationary on a doormat would they focus on opening the door. In addition, it

was observed that most subjects would split the navigation and command tasks implicitly by

first moving the avatar to the correct location and then focusing on the command that would

open the door. During the trials four subjects commented that they found our implementation

for moving up and down with WM counter intuitive. They would rather invert it so that

pitch down moves the avatar forward, arguing that would be exactly the same as the BW

implementation.
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3.3 Discussion

By using the body’s centre of mass to navigate a virtual world users keep their hands

free to complete to perform other tasks simultaneously such as issuing commands. We

have compared the Nintendo balance board to a handheld Wiimote for navigating a series

of simple mazes. While navigating a maze of consecutive rooms, subjects opened doors

between these rooms on set locations in front of the doors. Users could navigate with the

board by shifting their centre of body mass through leaning or by changing the roll and

pitch of the Wiimote.

We hypothesised that the balance board would be more intuitive for the navigation task

while not suffering a performance loss. Although, we found that the board was somewhat

easier to learn and use, the Wiimote was significantly faster in navigating the maze without

resulting in an increase in navigation errors or errors in the issued commands. In addition,

subjects found it harder to maintain a steady location with the board which is demonstrated

by the number of corrections that were made in the BW scenario for maintaining the position

on a doormat. This suggests that using the same input modality (a handheld device) performs

better for navigating a virtual world while simultaneously issuing commands. However,

we argue that the fun factor of an interface is equally or even more important for many

applications, especially games. Also, easier, coarse navigation tasks might be adequately

performed with an interface based on shifting their balance.

Our subjects strongly indicated that they enjoyed using the combination of Wiimote and

the balance board more, although it was not faster to complete the game. This raises a good

point in that novelty is a very important factor for the perceived fun factor. We expect that

a comparison between Wiimote and joystick would provide similar differences. A truly

unbiased assessment requires the users to become much more proficient with both devices

for which extensive training is required (Goonetilleke et al., 2009).

Four of our subjects wanted to invert the pitch for navigating to match balance board

navigation; leaning forward would move the avatar forward. We chose not to implement

that approach in favour of mimicking ray-casting to the screen where pointing to the bottom

of the screen would move the avatar down.

4 Fitts’ law comparison

Having evaluated simultaneous path tracing and command issuing we set out to explore

and evaluate the performance of two different ways of mapping the body’s centre of mass

to a location on the screen. To evaluate these two interface implementations based on

performance, we performed a Fitts’ law-based tapping test that focuses on the motor abilities

of the user. The Wiimote interface that was used in our path tracing test is included in

this evaluation as well as a self-centreing joystick and mouse that represent best practice

approaches. We hypothesise that these best practice methods will outperform the board

interfaces in terms of throughput but not on the amount of errors made. In addition, we

expect that the board interfaces will be more enjoyable.

4.1 Method

Five interface implementations that indirectly control a cursor on a large display (see

Figure 1), were compared. These five interface implementations were a standard double-

button mouse, a self-centreing joystick, a Wiimote and two implementations of a Nintendo

balance board that detects the user’s centre of body mass.
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4.1.1 Tapping interfaces

Two interfaces were implemented with the Nintendo balance board. The first interface,

‘board (abs)’, uses absolute positioning by mapping leaning forward to the upper edge of

the display (y = 0), leaning left to the left edge (x = 0), leaning right to the right edge

(x = 1) and leaning back to the lower display edge (y = 1). The second interface, ‘board

(add)’, uses additive positioning of the cursor. By leaning slightly left, the cursor would

move left (negative x-direction). Movement speed was matched to the extent of leaning. We

included two types of balance-based interaction, board (add) and board (abs), because the

board (add) was used in the first (maze) experiment. Our users there noted that it is was hard

to move the avatar through the maze with great accuracy. The board (abs) interface is based

on that of a self-centreing joystick. For the Wiimote, its accelerometers were used to detect

pitching and rolling. Pitching upwards would move the cursor in the negative y-direction,

that is, upwards, while rolling right moved the cursor in the positive x-direction, that is, right.

We applied the same sensor threshold below which no movements would occur (0.1 of the

maximum sensor value) as in the path tracing experiment, except for the mouse of course.

The same large display was used as in our maze task (see Figure 1), and subjects stood

at a distance of 2 m from this display. As the balance board lacks a button to click with, a

Wiimote was handheld so that the subjects had a button (the ‘A’) to press. In the Wiimote

setting, the users also pressed the ‘A’ button to click. The mouse and joystick were placed

on a metre high stand.

4.1.2 Tapping task

A point-and-click task based on Fitts’ (1954) Law was used to compared the five interfaces

based on throughput and error rates. Although Fitts tested only direct pointing in his work,

MacKenzie (1991) showed that Fitts’ law also applies to indirect pointing tasks, which

occur in HCI in, for example, the form of mouse-based pointing. We followed the guidelines

set out by Soukoreff and MacKenzie (2004) for this tapping test. In this test, users were

required to repetitively tap between two targets. The speed in which they tap indicates the

throughput, or index of performance (IP) in bits/s, of the device or interface that they use.

With an increase in distance d between targets and a decrease in target size w along the axis

of movement, the task difficulty, which is defined by the index of difficulty (ID) in bits, is

increased. Even though Soukoreff and MacKenzie (2004) argue to use a bit-range from 2

to 8 bits, we used an ID range from 1 to 4 bits because that better represents the maze task

on a large display that we described in Section 3. The ID range was constructed based on

the display size (see Table 3). Each trial (combination of d and w) was repeated 20 times,

following Soukoreff and MacKenzie (2004). Subjects tapped 20 times for each ID value

in both horizontal and vertical directions. The order of these tasks were randomised per

movement direction. The order of the two movement directions were also randomised.

The task completion time of each tap task was stored. Each tap is defined from the

onset of movement to the button-down event on-target (Isokoski, 2006). Errors in clicking

were only filtered when a double-click occurred on the location of the previous tap-task. We

calculated the effective target width by taking we = 4.133σ . This makes we the central 96%

of the spatial distribution of the user’s clicks under the assumption of a normal distribution.

The effective index of difficulty was calculated by taking IDe = log2((d + we)/we)

(MacKenzie, 1991).

Interface ratings on subjective qualities such as intuitiveness, accuracy and speed were

gathered in a questionnaire based on ISO (2000, see Appendix C). We expanded this

questionnaire slightly with questions targeting fatigue in the lower and upper legs in addition

to fatigue from standing upright during the entire test.
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Table 3 The range of ID used in both horizontal and vertical directions

d(%) w(%) ID(bits)

0.80 0.15 2.66

0.80 0.10 3.17

0.60 0.25 1.77

0.60 0.15 2.32

0.60 0.05 3.70

0.40 0.10 2.32

0.40 0.05 3.17

Source: MacKenzie (1991).

Note: The distance d and target size w form the ID as follows: ID = log2((d + w)/w).

The display size was 93 × 52.5 cm.

4.2 Results

About 12 subjects took part in this within-subjects test. Subjects were male, right-

handed and 29 years old on average (ranging 25–47 years, σ = 6 years). Eight subjects

held a Masters degree and four held a Bachelors degree. The whole test with the five

interfaces was completed in 61 min (σ = 9 min). Subjects scored high on computer

competence (μ = 6.6, σ = 0.7) and were moderately familiar with the Wii game console

(μ = 4.7, σ = 1.4). They were neither very experienced with the Nintendo balance board

(μ = 3.3, σ = 2.0) nor with dance mats (μ = 2.8, σ = 2.1). Our subjects were unfamiliar

with other feet-based interfaces.

A one-sample K-S test showed normal distributions of our questionnaire data. An one-

way ANOVA and REGWQ post hoc test showed significant differences in questionnaire

scores on how the interfaces were experienced (see Table 4 for the raw data). We report the

most noteworthy results here. The mouse and joystick score higher on general intuitiveness

while the board (add) interface scored poorest. The mouse, board (abs) and the joystick

were found smoother to operate while board (add) required more effort to operate and was

less accurate for pointing than the other four interfaces. The mouse and joystick scored

highest on operation speed and overall operation. The Wiimote, mouse and joystick were

the most comfortable in their use. Fatigue was mostly felt in the lower legs when operating

using either of the balance board interfaces while the mouse, joystick and Wiimote were

more fatiguing for the wrist. Users did not report fatigue or discomfort from having to stand

during the entire test.

Table 4 Questionnaire results per interface (N = 12), σ between parentheses

Mouse Wiimote Board (abs) Board (add) Joystick

General intuitiveness 6.8 (0.5) 4.9 (1.1) 5.0 (1.3) 4.3 (1.8) 6.0 (1.2)

Smoothness 5.9 (0.8) 4.1 (1.1) 4.8 (1.4) 3.8 (1.5) 5.1 (1.4)

Effort required to operate 5.3 (1.2) 4.2 (1.2) 3.9 (1.3) 2.3 (1.2) 4.6 (1.5)

Pointing accuracy 6.4 (1.2) 4.2 (1.1) 3.8 (1.6) 2.3 (1.4) 4.8 (1.0)

Operation speed 6.0 (1.0) 3.9 (1.2) 4.3 (1.5) 3.4 (1.7) 5.2 (1.3)

General comfort 4.5 (1.6) 3.7 (1.1) 3.4 (1.2) 3.0 (1.4) 4.9 (1.4)

Overall operation 6.2 (1.1) 4.5 (1.0) 4.3 (1.3) 2.9 (1.5) 5.4 (1.4)
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Using a one-sample K-S test, we found a normal distribution of our trials data for the

joystick, mouse and Wiimote. For both balance board cases, however, we found non-

normal distributions for MT (Z = 1.407, p = 0.04). It has been shown by Wobbrock

et al. (2008) that the effective width we calculation by MacKenzie (1991) still holds.

With a Kruskal-Wallis H test4 we found significant differences between the interfaces for

IPe (χ2 = 574.938, p < 0.01) and error rates (χ2 = 163.412, p < 0.01). No large

discrepancies between the designed task difficulty (ID) and the effective task difficulty (IDe)

were found (see Table 5) by design, ID = 2.19 bits(σ = 0.76). Mann-Whitney U post hoc

tests (see Table 6) on the five interfaces showed that the mouse interface had a significantly

higher throughput and significantly lower error rates than all other devices, followed by

the joystick interface. The Wiimote interface had a significantly higher throughput than

the board (add) and a significantly lower error rate. However, there were no significant

differences in throughput (p = 0.44) and in error rate (p = 0.11) when compared to the

Table 5 Performance (IPe), task difficulty (ID), task completion time (MT) and error rates per

tap (N = 156)

IPe IDe MT Errors

Mouse 3.71 (0.66) 3.18 (0.50) 0.88 (0.19) 0.04 (0.06)

Wiimote 1.41 (0.37) 2.92 (0.53) 2.23 (0.74) 0.21 (0.21)

Board (abs) 1.51 (0.56) 2.93 (0.46) 2.23 (0.93) 0.27 (0.27)

Board (add) 0.78 (0.21) 2.80 (0.57) 3.77 (1.05) 0.29 (0.28)

Joystick 1.83 (0.50) 2.92 (0.59) 1.69 (0.49) 0.14 (0.15)

Note: Values for IPe in bits/s, IDe in bits, MT in sec. σ between parentheses.

Table 6 Mann-Whitney U test results (N = 156) for our five interfaces

Wiimote Mouse Board (add) Board (abs) Joystick p

78.62 234.38 < 0.01

222.83 88.17 < 0.01

152.58 160.42 0.44

117.89 195.11 < 0.01

IPe 234.50 78.50 < 0.01

233.02 79.98 < 0.01

232.58 80.42 < 0.01

91.12 221.88 < 0.01

79.73 233.27 < 0.01

127.37 185.63 < 0.01

201.97 111.34 < 0.01

142.01 170.99 < 0.01

148.34 164.66 0.11

170.92 142.08 < 0.01

Errors 102.75 210.25 < 0.01

107.06 205.94 < 0.01

121.30 191.70 < 0.01

162.24 150.76 0.26

184.68 128.32 < 0.01

178.25 134.75 < 0.01

Note: Mean ranks are reported for each pairwise comparison.
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board (abs) interface. The board (abs) interface had a significantly higher throughput than

the board (add) interface but the error rate was similar (p = 0.26).

During the trials, some subjects commented that the movement direction influenced their

results. For example, the Wiimote was easier to roll than to pitch due to the physique of the

human wrist. We investigated the differences in the trials data with a Kruskal-Wallis H test

and found significant differences in IPe for board (abs) (p < 0.01), board (add) (p < 0.01)

and Wiimote (p = 0.01). With respect to error rates, we found a significant difference for

board (abs) (p = 0.02). The Wiimote and board (abs) interfaces had a higher throughput

for horizontal tapping while board (add) had a higher throughput for vertical tapping (see

Figure 3). Subjects also made more tapping errors in the vertical movement direction with

the board (abs) interface.

Figure 3 Throughput for the five devices in our Fitts’ law tapping test: (a) in horizontal

direction and (b) in vertical direction (see online version for colours)

(a)

(b)
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When asked to rate the most natural interface, 10 subjects mentioned the mouse while stating

that it was most familiar from everyday work. The remaining two subjects mentioned the

joystick as the most natural device. Five subjects found the balance board (absolute) the most

fun interface while three thought so of the additive case. One subject mentioned the Wiimote

as the most fun interface while three subjects mentioned the joystick. The most important

reasons for choosing the balance board cases were that it was a new and ‘unorthodox’

experience and that is required a more active posture while interacting. For both balance

board cases, the subjects commented that they felt that clicking with the Wiimote did not

add overhead to the task.

During the trials, we observed that three subjects would step forward and backward on

the balance board in board (abs) but no so in the board (add) interface where the subjects

remained stationary. These three subjects commented that they did so because it made them

to reach the extremities of the display with added ease and precision. Users leaned more

from side-to-side in the board (abs) interface than they did with the board (add) interface and

they mentioned to find it easier to stop the cursor on a target with the board (abs) interface.

For the board (add) interface, we observed users move between the two edges of the display

while trying to time their taps on the targets that were somewhere along the path that was

traveled. The variability visible in Figure 3 for the board (add) interface is expected to be

caused by the difficulties our users had to accurately control the cursor location.

4.3 Discussion

With a Fitts’ law tapping test we compared two indirect navigation methods through shifting

the body’s centre of mass. The cursor was controlled in an absolute and additive manner

by shifting the body while standing on a Nintendo balance board. The absolute method

mapped the body’s maximum lean to the edges of the display. For comparative reasons, we

included a standard mouse, a self-centreing joystick and the Wiimote that were used for

navigating the maze task described in Section 3. By repeated reciprocal tapping in a range

of task difficulties we measured the throughput and errors rates of these five interfaces.

We hypothesised that the mouse and joystick would outperform the board (abs), board

(add) and Wiimote interfaces on throughput but not on error rates while the board interfaces

would be the most enjoyable to operate. The mouse was found to have both the highest

throughput and the lowest error rate followed by the joystick and Wiimote interfaces as the

second and third best, respectively. In addition, the mouse was the most familiar method of

controlling the cursor which will explain these results as our users had much more practice

with this interface. The mouse’s throughput IPe was, on average, similar to the results

of nine ISO 9241-9 studies surveyed by Soukoreff and MacKenzie (2004). We found no

difference in error rates between the two balance board interfaces but the absolute way to

control the cursor had a significantly higher throughput. However, it was observed that this

interface was harder to keep stationary on-target.

Although navigating by shifting the body’s centre of mass did not outperform more

traditional, best practice interfaces like a joystick, the new interface was thought to be

considerable more fun. In addition, the more active posture that was required while

interacting was preferred by our subjects. It should be noted that the performance difference

for the joystick was especially better for more difficult tasks. Simpler tasks, that is, with an

ID under 2.5 bits for the horizontal direction, were performed faster with the board (abs)

interface (see Figure 3). The intercept of the trend lines with for board (abs) and board (add)

where outside the range defined by Soukoreff and MacKenzie (2004, see pp.758, 759) which

we attribute to the difficulties that our subjects had to keep their cursor stationary on a target

for the tap-action.
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5 Conclusions

Input from the centre of body mass in human–computer interfaces was found beneficial,

enjoyable and entertaining in two different experiments that evaluated indirect cursor

navigation on a large display. The Nintendo balance board was used as a means to detect

shifting the body’s centre of mass in these experiments. The first experiment evaluated path

tracing performance of two interfaces based on task completion time and error rates. The

throughput of the board was lower compared to Wiimote-based navigation although the

error rates were comparable. In the second experiment, we evaluated throughput of five

interfaces based on Fitts’ law tapping tests. This tapping test showed a higher error rate for

the board (add) interface that was used in the path tracing task. However, the board (abs)

interface had a similar error rate compared to the Wiimote interface. The Wiimote interface

had a higher throughput compared to both board interfaces but it was outperformed by a

standard mouse and self-centreing joystick in terms of both higher throughput and lower

error rate. Because these two devices are more familiar to our users we expect that this

has biased the results of our tapping test. A comparison between old and new devices

should either facilitate a sufficient training session, see the work of Harada et al. (2009), or

such a comparison should balance qualitative results – that are expected to score better for

new devices – with efficiency measurements – that are expected to score lower due to less

practice. The best solution to this challenge is beyond the scope of this work but this topic

merits further research.

The board (abs) interface was easier to position but our subjects found it harder to keep the

location stationary as an active posture need to be maintained. Although this active posture

inhibits keeping a cursor stationary robustly, our subjects mentioned that they enjoyed this

active posture mainly because it was new, fun and unorthodox. It is not surprising that

the fun factor is higher for a new interface. We define the fun factor of an interface as

a positive influence on its enjoyability, perceived fatigue, operation speed etc. However,

this influence is both subjective and hard to measure (Sim et al., 2006). In the work that

we present in this paper, the fun factor of the new balance board interface is high but it

remains to be seen how long such sentiments lasts. For example, in our tapping test, we

found that the Wiimote was not considered as the most fun even though it is also fairly

new. We expect that this effect is caused by the high familiarity with the Wii game console

with our subjects. It was surprising, however, to find that the more traditional joystick was

the most fun interface for a quarter of our subjects. The subjects that chose the joystick

interface as the most fun one mentioned that it was usable and familiar. We believe that the

usability and frustration in lack of accuracy when using the balance board interfaces were

important factors that influenced this choice for our subjects. It was also surprising to find

the mouse to be the most ‘natural’ interface in our tapping test. The extensive practice that

most experienced computer users have with this interface lies most likely at the basis of

this finding. Although some subjects commented that they would have preferred to invert

the Wiimote’s pitch control for moving the cursor up and down, none of the subjects in the

tapping test thought that this should be so.

Although the performance is lower and error rates are higher for navigation with the

body’s centre of mass, it does leave the hands free to perform other tasks. Our path tracing

test showed no signs that our subjects had trouble to simultaneously press buttons on a

hand-held device and navigate by shifting their body’s centre of mass. Amazeen et al.

(2005) found similar results when users had to switch their attention between their hands
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for bimanual tapping tasks. It was shown in our tapping task that the board (abs) interface

performed similarly to its best practice interface – a self-centering joystick – for tasks with

low difficulty (ID = [1 − 2.5], (Fitts, 1954)). However, a balance-based interface can

be used at the same time as an interface that is controlled by the hands, especially if both

interfaces do not interfere in the process of human motor control (Guiard, 1987) and division

of attention (Allport et al., 1972). Because the balance-based interface performs similarly

for tasks with low difficulty, we expect that an throughput improvement might be attained

by combining balance-based interfaces with other interfaces that focus on different input

modalities, for example, speech and hand gestures.
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1 In USA today, “Wii finds home in retirement communities, medical centers’’, on 14 may 2008.
2 Available at: http://www.virtusphere.com/, last checked July 2009.
3 Dance Dance Revolution: http://www.konami.com/ddr/, last checked July 2009.
4 The Kruskal-Wallis H is the non-parametric equivalent of the one-way ANOVA test.
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